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Declines in spatial release from informational masking may contribute to the speech-processing diffi-
culties that older adults often experience within complex listening environments. The present study
sought to answer two fundamental questions: (1) Does spatial release from informational masking
decline with age and, if so, (2) does age predict this decline independently of age-typical hearing loss?
Younger (18–34 years) and older (60–80 years) adults with age-typical hearing completed a yes/no
target-detection task with low-pass filtered noise-vocoded speech designed to reduce non-spatial segre-
gation cues and control for hearing loss. Participants detected a target voice among two-talker masking
babble while a virtual spatial separation paradigm [Freyman, Helfer, McCall, and Clifton, J. Acoust.
Soc. Am. 106(6), 3578–3588 (1999)] was used to isolate informational masking release. The younger
and older adults both exhibited spatial release from informational masking, but masking release was
reduced among the older adults. Furthermore, age predicted this decline controlling for hearing loss,
while there was no indication that hearing loss played a role. These findings provide evidence that
declines specific to aging limit spatial release from informational masking under challenging listening
conditions.VC 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a




Declines in auditory processing at peripheral and central
levels can result in significant communication problems in
many older adults. Challenging multi-talker listening condi-
tions, common in everyday life, require successful encoding,
localization, segregation, and selective processing of speech
signals. These are precisely the conditions in which older
adults often experience the greatest listening difficulties (for
reviews, see CHABA, 1988; Gordon-Salant, 2005; Pichora-
Fuller et al., 2017). In typical listening situations, it is rarely,
if ever, the case that the source of a relevant speech signal
(target) and the source of competing noise (masker) are per-
fectly co-located in space. Therefore, a common form of the
cocktail party problem (Cherry, 1953) is the challenge of
preferentially processing target speech that originates at one
location relative to masking speech that originates at a sepa-
rate location. As such, the benefit to speech processing that
is realized when target and masker are spatially separated
compared to spatially co-located—a phenomenon known as
spatial release from masking (for reviews, see Bronkhorst,
2000, 2015)—reflects an important aspect of successful
speech processing in everyday life. It follows that any
declines in spatial release from masking that may be experi-
enced in older age could result in greater difficulty under-
standing speech within complex multi-talker environments.
Studies of spatial release from masking must consider
the stages of auditory processing involved in successful lis-
tening under different conditions. An important distinction
has been made between energetic masking and informational
masking. Energetic masking describes the sensory masking
that occurs under conditions in which the masker energy
dominates the target energy. That is, a poor signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR; ratio of target intensity relative to masker inten-
sity) distributed across the spectral region of the target will
prevent target encoding (Fletcher, 1940; Miller, 1947).
Zurek (1993) showed that under simple listening conditions,
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much of the benefit of spatial separation can be explained by
a release from energetic masking through head shadow and
binaural interaction (also see introduction in Freyman et al.,
1999). That is, spatial separation can allow the head to cast a
beneficial acoustic shadow on the ear that is farther from the
masker, partially attenuating the masker energy relative to
the target energy at this better ear, particularly across the
higher frequencies (Shaw, 1974). In addition, spatial separa-
tion can introduce interaural timing differences such that
binaural interactions within the auditory system partially
release energetic masking, particularly across the lower fre-
quencies. This binaural interaction is exemplified by the
improvement in the processing of a target in broadband noise
when either the target or the noise is presented out of phase
interaurally compared to both target and noise being pre-
sented in phase, a phenomenon commonly referred to as the
binaural masking level difference (BMLD) (Hirsh, 1948;
Licklider, 1948).
Informational masking can be described as any masking
that is not accounted for by energetic masking and arises
from target/masker confusion (for review, see Kidd et al.,
2008). Complex multi-talker conditions can involve a sub-
stantial amount of informational masking (Carhart et al.,
1969; Freyman et al., 1999). However, the effects of infor-
mational masking are also evident in the detection of far
simpler targets (e.g., Durlach et al., 2003; Kidd et al., 1994;
Lutfi, 1993; Lutfi et al., 2013; Neff, 1995; Neff and Green,
1987; Oh and Lutfi, 2000; Watson et al., 1976; Watson
et al., 1975). For example, Kidd et al. (1994) asked listeners
to detect a target tone when simultaneously presented with a
multi-tone masker. Although energetic masking was consis-
tently low across all conditions, because none of the frequen-
cies in the masker complex fell within a protected spectral
region around the target, informational masking was high
under conditions in which listeners had difficulty perceptu-
ally separating the target tone from the combined target-
masker complex. Release from informational masking was
observed under conditions in which differences between the
target and masker, including perceived spatial separation,
allowed for perceptual separation of the two. In the present
study, informational masking was maximized by making
maskers and targets perceptually similar, and by making the
content of maskers and targets and the timing of targets
unpredictable (Lutfi et al., 2013).
Age-related changes in spatial release from masking
have been investigated, though not in a manner that has sys-
tematically distinguished the effects of aging from those of
hearing loss and informational masking release from ener-
getic masking release (for review, see Glyde et al., 2011).
Some studies report no age-specific declines in spatial
release from masking (F€ullgrabe et al., 2015; Glyde et al.,
2013; Jakien and Gallun, 2018; Jakien et al., 2017), while
others claim to demonstrate them (e.g., Gallun et al., 2013).
Still other studies show age as the dominant predictor of
declines under some conditions and hearing loss as the domi-
nant predictor under other conditions (e.g., Srinivasan et al.,
2016; Srinivasan et al., 2017). All of these studies have used
actual or simulated (i.e., head-related transfer functions)
physical separation between target and masker, which can
introduce head shadow and binaural interaction effects that
make it difficult to isolate effects associated with informa-
tional masking release from those associated with energetic
masking release, even when maskers are symmetrically sep-
arated (Kidd et al., 2010). Inconsistencies among these stud-
ies may arise from differential influences of age and hearing
loss on informational and energetic masking release that can-
not be easily resolved under conditions of physical separa-
tion. Binaural interaction may particularly confound the
ability to isolate age-specific effects of informational mask-
ing release since older adults with clinically normal hearing
have shown reduced BMLDs (Anderson et al., 2018; Eddins
and Eddins, 2018; Eddins et al., 2018; Grose et al., 1994;
Pichora-Fuller and Schneider, 1991) and BMLDs may be
reduced by even slight hearing loss (Bernstein and Trahiotis,
2018). In the present study, release from informational
masking was achieved with a specific type of spatial separa-
tion that minimizes differences in energetic masking across
spatial conditions.
Freyman et al. (1999) employed such a virtual separa-
tion paradigm that avoids the conflation of energetic and
informational masking release inherent to paradigms that
manipulate physical spatial separation. Specifically, listeners
are positioned with one loudspeaker directly in front of them
and another loudspeaker to their right. In the spatially co-
located condition, masking speech and target speech are
both presented from the front loudspeaker while no stimulus
is presented from the right loudspeaker (F-F condition; the
first “F” refers to the location of the target and the second to
the location of the masker). In the virtual spatially separated
condition, target and masker are again presented from the
front loudspeaker while an identical copy of the masker is
presented from the right loudspeaker such that the onset of
the right masker precedes the onset of the front masker by
4ms (F-RF condition, referring to the front location of the
target and the right-leading-front locations of the maskers).
The 4-ms stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the
identical maskers creates the precedence effect (for review,
see Litovsky et al., 1999), resulting in the perception of only
a single masker coming from the right. Thus, in the F-RF
condition, listeners hear a target from the front and a masker
from the right (virtual spatial separation), despite the fact
that the front loudspeaker presents both target and masker
(no physical spatial separation).
Multiple studies have demonstrated that the substantial
release from masking observed in the F-RF condition cannot
be explained as reduction in energetic masking (Brungart
et al., 2005; Freyman et al., 2001, 2004, 2008; Freyman
et al., 1999; Morse-Fortier et al., 2017; Rakerd et al., 2006).
Specifically, masking release is only observed in the F-RF
condition to the extent that informational masking is present
in the F-F condition. When the potential for energetic mask-
ing is high because the masker spectrally overlaps the target
at a constant intensity, but the potential for informational
masking is low because the target (e.g., speech) and masker
(e.g., steady-state broadband noise) are perceptually distinct,
little to no benefit is observed in the F-RF condition for the
detection or identification of natural or vocoded speech
(some energetic masking effects have been reported, but
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only to varying degrees at SOAs 2ms; Brungart et al.,
2005; Freyman et al., 2001, 2004, 2008, 1999; Morse-Fortier
et al., 2017; Rakerd et al., 2006). Freyman et al. (1999)
directly tested release from energetic masking under condi-
tions of physical and virtual separation. Listeners were asked
to detect narrowband noise-burst targets (1/3-octave band-
widths centered at 250–6300Hz) in steady-state broadband
speech-shaped noise. Participants exhibited 9 dB of mask-
ing release across the range of frequency-centered targets
when targets were physically separated from maskers (F-R
condition), consistent with the release from energetic mask-
ing by head shadow and binaural interaction predicted by the
model of Zurek (1993). In contrast, when targets and
maskers were virtually separated in the F-RF condition, no
appreciable change in energetic masking was found. As
such, any benefits observed in the F-RF condition may be
attributed primarily to release from the informational mask-
ing that is present in the F-F condition. Thus, differences in
the extent to which younger and older adults benefit from
virtual spatial separation provides evidence for age-related
changes in spatial release from informational masking.
A handful of studies have examined spatial release from
informational masking in younger and older adults using vir-
tual separation (Avivi-Reich et al., 2014; Helfer et al., 2010;
Helfer and Freyman, 2008; Li et al., 2004). However, the
extent to which—or even if—spatial release from informa-
tional masking declines with age remains unclear. For exam-
ple, Li et al. (2004) measured younger and older adults’
ability to identify words in target sentences presented with
two-talker babble. In addition to presenting target and babble
in spatially co-located, and virtually separated (3-ms SOA)
conditions, the researchers also included a condition in
which target and babble were virtually separated using a 0-
ms SOA between the babble presentations. The latter condi-
tion, referred to here as the F-SUM condition, elicits sum-
ming localization (Blauert, 1997) to create the perception of
a single masking babble located between the two loud-
speakers. No substantive difference in spatial release from
informational masking was found between the age groups;
psychometric functions for younger and older adults were
essentially identical to each other in all spatial conditions
after applying a simple correction of 2.8 dB SNR for the
older adults. In contrast, other studies using the virtual sepa-
ration paradigm have reported some degree of age-related
reduction in spatial release from informational masking
(Helfer et al., 2010; Helfer and Freyman, 2008). However,
older adults tended to exhibit poorer performance in all con-
ditions, making it difficult to compare the size of spatial
effects between the age groups. Avivi-Reich et al. (2014)
showed similar performance of younger and older adults in
the F-F condition, and a small reduction (2 dB SNR) in
spatial release from masking for the older adults. However,
masking release was uncommonly small for both age groups,
likely because the 12-talker masking babble used for the R-
SPIN test was perceptually distinct enough from the target
that there was only a small amount of informational masking
in the F-F condition that could be released in the F-RF con-
dition (Freyman et al., 2004).
As previously discussed, confounds between informa-
tional and energetic masking release in studies that have used
physical separation between targets and maskers have not
allowed for an assessment of the independent contributions of
age and hearing loss on spatial release from informational
masking. Even in the studies that have isolated informational
masking release using virtual separation, however, the inde-
pendent effects of age remain unclear. Older adults in these
studies had audiometric thresholds that generally did not
exceed a categorization of “mild” hearing loss [25–40 dB
hearing level (HL); Clark, 1981] below 4000Hz while greater
hearing loss was exhibited at higher frequencies. Inclusion
criteria ranged from more conservative (<25 dB HL at
250–3000Hz; Avivi-Reich et al., 2014; Li et al., 2004) to
more liberal (30 dB HL at 250–2000Hz; Helfer et al., 2010;
Helfer and Freyman, 2008). However, the extent to which age
predicted effects, independent of the hearing differences
between the younger and older adults, was not measured in a
manner that provided conclusive evidence. The present study
was designed to describe the psychometric functions for
younger and older adults in each spatial condition and maxi-
mize statistical power for detecting age effects on spatial
release from informational masking while thoroughly control-
ling for the inevitable differences in hearing.
Because of the lack of clarity from the results described
above, the present study sought to answer two open ques-
tions: (1) Does spatial release from informational masking—
i.e., reduction in target/masker confusion afforded by differ-
ent localizations of target and masker—decline with age
and, if so, (2) does age predict this decline independently of
age-typical hearing loss? To answer these questions, younger
and older adults with age-typical hearing were tested with
the virtual separation paradigm with three important modifi-
cations. First, the present study used noise-vocoded speech
(Freyman et al., 2008; Qin and Oxenham, 2003) rather than
natural speech. To isolate the effects of spatial release from
informational masking and make certain that any difference
in age groups was driven by differences in the use of those
spatial cues, it was important to minimize non-spatial differ-
ences in targets and maskers. Natural speech targets and
maskers typically differ in voice pitch, timbre, prosody, lin-
guistic content, and the extent to which they have been
primed, all of which can facilitate release from informational
masking (e.g., Bas¸kent and Gaudrain, 2016; Bradlow and
Alexander, 2007; Brungart, 2001; Culling and Summerfield,
1995; Darwin and Hukin, 2000; Darwin et al., 2003; El
Boghdady et al., 2019; Freyman et al., 2001, 2004; Freyman
et al., 2005; Mattys et al., 2012; Vestergaard et al., 2009).
The non-spatial differences between natural speech targets
and maskers result in thresholds that are 3–6 dB SNR
lower in the F-F condition than what is observed for vocoded
speech (Freyman et al., 2008; Morse-Fortier et al., 2017).
Further, the availability of multiple cues to distinguish natu-
ral speech targets and maskers results in greater variability
in masking thresholds both across and within individuals
(Freyman et al., 2008; Morse-Fortier et al., 2017). Thus, the
use of vocoded stimuli in the present study was expected to
provide several advantages. By reducing non-spatial cues,
any group differences in release from informational masking
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could be attributed to the spatial cues. In addition, any age-
related effects of non-spatial cues would be reduced, making
it more likely to observe similar performance in younger and
older adults in the baseline F-F condition, allowing for a
comparable measure of spatial release from informational
masking across age groups. Finally, reductions in variability
would increase the sensitivity of comparisons between
groups and across spatial conditions.
The second notable feature of the present study was the
use of a detection task rather than a speech identification task
(e.g., word discrimination, recognition, or comprehension).
Performance on speech-identification tasks is more likely to
be influenced by language experience and proficiency (e.g.,
vocabulary size) and the ability to manage multiple cognitive
demands (e.g., tracking and holding words in working mem-
ory). By reducing task demands, a detection task should
reduce differences in performance of younger and older adults
that are unrelated to spatial release from informational mask-
ing. Moreover, prior research has shown larger differences in
thresholds for the F-F and F-RF conditions when using detec-
tion compared to speech-identification tasks (Freyman et al.,
2008). Greater sensitivity in the measure of spatial release
from informational masking was expected to provide greater
power to detect age-related effects.
The third distinguishing feature of the present study was
the application of a low-pass filter to the stimuli in an effort
to control for hearing loss. A sharp 2-kHz cutoff was chosen
to simulate profound high-frequency hearing loss across all
participants. This control was intended to minimize any dis-
advantage of high-frequency hearing loss typical among
older adults (Hannula et al., 2011; Hoffman et al., 2012)
while still producing stimuli that would elicit strong spatial
release from informational masking, as supported by pilot
data. Incorporating a hearing-loss control into the stimuli
itself has been shown to provide greater power to tease apart
independent effects of age and hearing loss on spatial release
from masking (Gallun et al., 2013). In addition to increasing
the power to isolate age-specific effects, the control was also
intended to better match the performance of younger and
older adults in the baseline F-F condition.
The present study design allowed for detection thresholds
for younger and older adults to be estimated based on psycho-
metric functions fit to detection rates collected in the F-F, F-
RF, F-SUM conditions. F-SUM was included to determine
whether any differences observed in the F-RF condition were
specific to the precedence effect. Performance in the baseline
F-F condition was predicted to be similar for younger and
older adults, such that age-related declines in spatial release
from informational masking could be clearly assessed across
spatial conditions. An observed reduction in masking release
among the older adults would motivate statistical analyses to
assess whether age and/or hearing loss (based on pure-tone
audiometry) independently predicted the decline.
II. METHODS
A. Participants
Twenty-two younger adults (15 female, range¼ 18–34
years, M¼ 22.41 years, SD¼ 4.34 years) and 22 older adults
(10 female, range¼ 60–80 years, M¼ 67.45 years, SD¼ 6.04
years) contributed data for analysis.1 Participants were native
Dutch speakers reporting no diagnosed hearing problems or
neurological disorders and no use of psychoactive medication
at the time of the study. The Mini-Mental State Examination
(Folstein et al., 1975) was administered to the older participants
and did not indicate abnormalities in cognitive function (all
scores28/30). Data were excluded from three additional older
adults who failed to complete the study due to fatigue (n¼ 1),
difficulty understanding instructions (n¼ 1), and self-reported
hearing problems with an audiogram showing “moderate”
(41–55dB HL; Clark, 1981) hearing loss below 2000Hz
(n¼ 1). All procedures were conducted in accordance with the
review and approval of the Medical Ethical Committee of the
University Medical Center Groningen. Participants provided
verbal and written consent prior to beginning the study and
were compensated at a rate of e8 per hour of participation plus
travel expenses, in accordance with departmental policy.
B. Hearing assessments
Hearing was assessed with pure-tone air-conduction audi-
ometry performed in each ear. Figure 1 shows the hearing
thresholds measured at 250–8000Hz for all participants.
Thresholds for the younger participants were 20 dB HL at
all frequencies—with the exception of one participant measur-
ing 25 dB HL at 8000Hz in both ears—and interaurally sym-
metrical (no interaural threshold difference >15dB HL at any
frequency; Helfer and Freyman, 2008). Thresholds were gen-
erally higher and more variable among the older participants,
but relatively well-preserved across the lower frequencies
(mean thresholds 20 dB HL at 2000Hz) with some mild
hearing loss exhibited at some lower frequencies for some
participants. Across the higher frequencies, thresholds for the
older participants were characterized by an increasing slope
that is common to aging (Hannula et al., 2011; Hoffman
et al., 2012). A mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
the between-subjects factor age group (younger, older) and
the within-subjects factor frequency range (low:
250–2000Hz, high: 2000–8000Hz) confirmed that thresholds
were higher for the older group [F(1, 42)¼ 119.99, p< 0.001,
gp
2¼ 0.74], and that group differences in hearing were larger
for the higher frequency range [F(1, 42)¼ 74.27, p< 0.001,
gp
2¼ 0.64]. Audiograms for the older participants can be
described as “age-typical” since most thresholds did not
exceed the range expected for 95% of the population based on
age and gender (ISO, 2017). One notable exception was par-
ticipant O7 (Fig. 1, individual audiograms for older partici-
pants) who exhibited more pronounced hearing loss across the
lower frequencies. Three older participants showed some
degree of asymmetrical hearing at one or more frequencies
2000Hz (O1, O5, and O7). The inclusion of data from these
potential outliers is discussed in greater detail in Sec. III.
C. Stimuli
Auditory stimuli consisted of low-pass filtered noise-
vocoded speech in which single-syllable consonant-vowel-
consonant (CVC) target words were presented with two-talker
masking babble in the F-F, F-RF, and F-SUM configurations.
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1. Target stimuli
Targets consisted of 70 words selected from a female talk-
er’s (average F0¼ 211.15Hz; Boersma and Weenink, 2018)
recording of the Nederlandse Vereniging voor Audiologie
(NVA) list of common Dutch CVC words, widely used for
speech audiometry in the Netherlands. Words with sharp
acoustic onsets ([b], [d], [k], [p], [t]) were chosen to facilitate
comparisons with previous (Zobel et al., 2018) and planned
FIG. 1. (Color online) Top panel: Mean (61 standard error) pure-tone audiometric thresholds for both ears for the younger and older groups. typical of aging,
the older group exhibited elevated thresholds compared to the younger group that were increasingly prominent across the higher frequencies. Bottom panel:
audiograms of both ears for each older (O) participant. The three light gray lines show the median and lower and upper bounds of the estimated population dis-
tribution based on participant age and gender (5% of the population expected to fall below the lower bound and 5% above the upper bound). Hearing loss
among the older participants was considered age-typical insofar as thresholds generally did not exceed the upper bound.
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electrophysiological studies. Likewise, in accordance with the
relevant research (Freyman et al., 2008; Morse-Fortier et al.,
2017; Zobel et al., 2018), each target was noise vocoded with
MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., 2015) using the procedure described
in Qin and Oxenham (2003). First, a sixth-order Butterworth
band-pass filter was used to divide the target into six contiguous
bandwidths between 80 and 6000Hz according to the
Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth scale designed to approxi-
mate the shape of human auditory filters (Glasberg and Moore,
1990). The envelope in each band was then extracted by low-
pass filtering (second-order Butterworth) the half-wave-recti-
fied band with a cutoff frequency set to the lower of either half
the channel bandwidth or 300Hz.2 For synthesis bands,
Gaussian white noise was bandpass filtered into the same six
channels, and each channel of noise was modulated with its
respective channel’s extracted envelope. The resulting six chan-
nels were summed to create the vocoded version of the target.
2. Masker stimuli
Maskers consisted of two-talker female babble. The
recordings were obtained from two separate corpora
designed for measuring speech reception thresholds (Plomp
and Mimpen, 1979; Versfeld et al., 2000). The corpora, spo-
ken by different female talkers (average F0s¼ 234.80 and
179.94Hz, respectively; Boersma and Weenink, 2018) each
consist of a series of simple, conversational Dutch sentences
(130 and 507 sentences, respectively) describing everyday
situations (e.g., “The ball flew over the fence”). For each
corpus, all of the sentences were concatenated into a contin-
uous stream that was edited such that no silence between
words exceeded 100ms in length. Each stream was then
noise vocoded according to the procedure described above.
Following vocoding, each stream was divided into 640 2.5-s
one-talker segments. All one-talker segments were individu-
ally scaled to the same root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude.
Then, each segment from one talker was summed with a ran-
domly chosen segment from the other talker to create 640
2.5-s two-talker masker segments. The two-talker masker
segments were individually scaled to the same RMS ampli-
tude (masker RMS amplitude), which was held constant
throughout the study.
3. Stimulus conditions
Fifty-six copies of each target were created and their
RMS amplitudes were scaled in 1-dB steps from 40 to
þ15 dB relative to the two-talker masker RMS amplitude.
Targets were saved as individual stereo files with the target
placed in channel 1 and silence placed in channel 2.
Three versions of each masker were created as stereo
wave files, consistent with the three spatial conditions to be
tested. The F-F masker consisted of a single two-talker
masker segment placed in channel 1 and silence placed in
channel 2. The F-RF masker consisted of identical masker
segments placed in both channels such that the onset of the
segment in channel 2 preceded the onset of the segment in
channel 1 by 4ms. The F-SUM masker consisted of identical
masker segments placed in both channels with synchronous
onsets. Note that in all spatial conditions, SNR was
calculated as the RMS amplitude of the target in the front
channel relative to the two-talker masker segment in the
front channel.
4. Hearing-loss control
After assembling the targets and maskers, a 12th-order
zero-phase Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency
of 2 kHz was applied to all stimuli (filtfilt function; MATLAB,
MathWorks Inc., 2015). Figure 2 shows the long-term average
spectra (LTAS) (Hummersone, 2017) of the low-pass filtered
targets and maskers. Note that the low-pass filter was applied
after the masker RMS amplitudes were equalized and target
RMS amplitudes were scaled. Therefore, the actual SNRs var-
ied slightly (masker and target SDs <1dB RMS) around the
SNR labels, consistent with the sensory response to unfiltered
stimuli in an individual with profound high-frequency hearing
loss.
D. Experimental setup
Figure 3 shows the configuration of the testing room.
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in the center
of an electrically shielded 4.2m 2.5 m sound booth
designed by Electro Medical Instruments to conform to ISO
(2010) standards. Two shielded Yamaha HS8 loudspeakers
were placed 1.4m apart, with one loudspeaker at a distance
of 1.4m directly in front of the participant, and the other
loudspeaker at a distance of 1.4m and a horizontal angle of
60 to the participant’s right. A computer screen was posi-
tioned just below the front loudspeaker to display text (e.g.,
instructions, fixation cross, response prompt) as white letters
against a black background. Text was displayed at the top of
the screen to keep the participant’s head oriented with the
axis of the front loudspeaker. Using E-PRIME (Psychology
Software Tools, Inc., 2016) software, stimuli were presented
as stereo WAV files with 16-bit resolution and 48 kHz sam-
pling rate through a MOTU Ultralite-mk4 USB sound card.
A Lavry DA10 digital-to-analog converter routed channel 1
FIG. 2. (Color online) Long-term average spectra of the noise-vocoded
maskers and targets. The sharp roll-off at 2 kHz reflects the application of the
low-pass filter to control for hearing loss (12th-order zero-phase Butterworth).
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of the stereo files to the front loudspeaker and channel 2 to
the right loudspeaker. Prior to beginning the study, the gain
for each loudspeaker was individually adjusted to equate
their sound levels; the average level of a stream of masker
segments presented from a loudspeaker was 70 dBA at the
position of the listener’s head when measured on-axis with
the loudspeaker using a Svantek 979 sound level meter.
E. Procedure
Following pure-tone audiometry and the Mini-Mental
State Examination (older group only), participants began the
target-detection task. On each trial, a masker was presented,
followed 500–1500ms later (interval randomly chosen on
each trial in ms resolution) by either the presentation of a tar-
get or no presentation of a target. A fixation cross appeared
on the screen 500ms before the masker onset, and remained
for 500ms after the masker offset, followed by a response
prompt which asked participants to press a button indicating
whether a target had been present on the trial (“yes”
response), or not (“no” response). No feedback was provided
during the experimental trials.
Prior to beginning the task, participants received instruc-
tions. They were told that on each trial they would be deciding
whether or not a “target voice” was present among “other
voices.” They were told that when the target voice was present,
it would always come from the front loudspeaker and would
only say a single word. They were also explicitly told that their
task was not to understand what the target voice was saying,
but to simply judge whether or not the target voice was present
on each trial. Participants were then presented with examples
of targets in isolation and asked to confirm that they could hear
each target from the front location. Next, examples of F-F, F-
RF, and F-SUM maskers were presented in isolation, and par-
ticipants were asked to confirm that they heard each masker
from its respective location (i.e., front, right, and between front
and right). They were then presented with clear examples of
target-present trials (þ10–12dB SNRs) in the three spatial con-
ditions and were asked to confirm that they could detect the tar-
gets. Participants then completed 15 practice trials consisting
of three target-present (þ10–12dB SNRs) and two target-
absent trials in each spatial condition while the experimenter
watched to confirm that responses were consistent with under-
standing the task. Participants were told that on the real trials,
it would not always be so clear as to whether or not the target
was present, and that they should use their best judgment. They
were also instructed to remain oriented toward the front loud-
speaker with their eyes on the fixation cross while listening.
Participants were otherwise left free to adopt any listening
strategy for detecting the target voice, which may have
included listening for fluctuations in amplitude or disruptions
in the patterns of the sounds.
Following these instructions, participants completed 630
experimental trials comprising 30 trials at each of seven
SNRs within each of the three spatial conditions. The seven
SNRs, which included an SNR designated for target-absent
trials (SNRNULL), were chosen for each spatial condition to
cover the relevant range of the psychometric functions that
were predicted to be obtained based on pilot data (F-F: þ15,
þ5, 0, 5, 10, 15 dB, and SNRNULL; F-RF and F-SUM:
0, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 dB, and SNRNULL). The trials
were divided into six blocks of 105 trials (5 trials  7 SNRs
 3 spatial conditions) presented in random order. The
masker presented on each trial was randomly selected from
the 640 maskers available in each spatial condition such that
a two-talker masker segment could not be presented more
than once within a given spatial condition in the same block.
Likewise, the target word presented on each target-present
trial was randomly chosen from the 70 available target words
such that a target word could not be presented more than
once within a given spatial condition in the same block. The
experiment took approximately two hours to complete.
F. Data analysis
1. Detection thresholds
Detection rates in a yes/no task reflect independent con-
tributions of accuracy and response bias, according to the
firmly-established Signal Detection Theory (Green and
Swets, 1966; Macmillan and Creelman, 2005). Therefore, a
measure of each participant’s detection threshold (accuracy),
independent of their response bias, was estimated from the
data in each spatial condition. Spatial release from masking
could then be calculated as the change in detection threshold
between the spatially co-located and spatially separated con-
ditions to determine whether age-group differences were
FIG. 3. Diagram of the experimental setup. Listeners were seated in the center
of the room with the front and right loudspeakers facing them. A computer
screen was placed just under the front loudspeaker to display text (e.g.,
response prompt). Targets were always presented from the front loudspeaker
while masker presentation differed across spatial conditions. In the F-F condi-
tion, maskers were presented from the front loudspeaker only, and no stimulus
was presented from the right loudspeaker. In the F-RF condition, identical
maskers were presented from both loudspeakers with the onset of the right
masker preceding the onset of the front masker by 4-ms. In the F-SUM condi-
tion, identical maskers were presented from both loudspeakers with synchro-
nous onsets.
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observed (research question 1) and, if so, whether age inde-
pendently of hearing loss accounted for any of the variability
(research question 2).
To estimate detection thresholds, the psychometric func-
tion developed by Lesmes et al. (2015) was fit to each partic-
ipant’s detection rates in each spatial condition. This model
was implemented early in the process of designing the pre-
sent study, when a Bayesian adaptive yes/no task was ini-
tially considered. Although the method of constant stimuli
(i.e., collecting detection rates across a range of stimulus
intensities) was ultimately chosen for the present study,
model comparisons (Lesmes et al., 2015, appendixes) and
analysis of pilot data indicated that the model—deeply
rooted in the theoretical and empirical applications of Signal
Detection Theory—would provide a good fit. At the core of
the model is the d0 function adapted from Lesmes et al.
(2015) such that d0 at any SNR is given by







with b determining the d0 value at which the function asymp-
totes, s representing the detection threshold, and c determin-
ing the slope of the function. Under this formulation, the
detection threshold (s) is defined as the SNR at which d0 will
be equal to 1. This is equivalent to a score of 76% correct in
an analogous two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task
(Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999). SNRs are entered in linear
units of amplitude, but the abscissa of the d0 function is in
relative units (i.e., units of threshold) that are convertible to
decibels (Klein, 2001; Lesmes et al., 2015).
The psychometric function, adapted from Lesmes et al.
(2015), uses the d0 function to obtain the detection rate
(Wyes; proportion of “yes” responses) at any given SNR with
Wyes SNRð Þ ¼ 1 G k d0 SNRð Þð Þ; (2)
where G(x) is the standard normal cumulative distribution
function and k is the measure of response bias. Additionally, a
lapse rate (e), accounting for the proportion of trials on which
stimulus-independent behavioral lapses (blinks, distracted
attention, response errors, etc.) are expected to occur, is incor-
porated into the model to improve the accuracy of parameter
estimation (Lesmes et al., 2015; Wichmann and Hill, 2001).
The model assumes an equal distribution of “yes” and “no”
responses on lapse trials. Thus, the final form of the psycho-
metric function used for the present study, adapted from
Lesmes et al. (2015), is given by3
W0yes SNRð Þ ¼
e
2
þ 1 eð ÞWyes SNRð Þ: (3)
For each participant, the psychometric function (W0yes) was
fit to the detection rates obtained at the seven SNRs in each
spatial condition, allowing the detection threshold (s), slope
(c), and response bias (k) parameters to vary freely. The d0
function’s asymptote (b) was fixed at 5, and the lapse rate (e)
was fixed at 0.01 (Lesmes et al., 2015; Wichmann and Hill,
2001). Consistent with Lesmes et al. (2015), the detection
rates predicted by the psychometric function (Ppredicted) were
fit to the participant’s observed detection rates (Pobserved) at
the seven SNRs with the set of parameter values that mini-




Pobserved  Ppredictedð Þ2
Ppredicted  1 Ppredictedð Þ½ =n ; (4)
with n set to the number of trials (i.e., 30 trials) at each SNR
(Lesmes et al., 2015; Wichmann and Hill, 2001). To avoid
local minima, a two-step routine was carried out in which
initial minimization with a broad grid search was used to
identify the best set of parameter values to be entered as
starting points for subsequent minimization with the fmin-
search function in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., 2015).
2. Statistical analyses
The planned statistical analyses were designed to
answer the two research questions stated above, and were
conducted in IBM SPSS STATISTICS FOR MACINTOSH (IBM, 2015).
To assess differences in spatial release from informational
masking between the two age groups (question 1), analyses
of the behavioral data were first conducted to describe any
observed patterns of group-based differences in detection
rates across the SNRs in the three spatial conditions.
Detection rates were entered into mixed ANOVAs with age
group as the between-subjects factor, and spatial condition
and/or SNR as the within-subjects factors. To confirm that
any observed behavioral effects were driven by group-based
differences in detection accuracy, independent of response
bias, the detection thresholds estimated for each participant
were entered into a mixed ANOVA with age group as the
between-subjects factor and spatial condition as the within-
subjects factor. Follow-up analyses on the detection-rate and
threshold data were conducted when important between- and
within-subject main effects and interactions were indicated
by the omnibus ANOVAs. While the uncorrected degrees of
freedom are reported, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction
was applied to the p-values when violations of sphericity
were indicated by Mauchly’s test. The p-values were also
corrected in follow-up independent-sample t-tests when het-
erogeneity of variance was indicated by Levene’s test.
To assess the extent to which age, independent of age-
typical hearing loss, predicted the amount of spatial release
from informational masking (question 2), multiple linear
regression analysis was performed. Spatial release (spatially
co-located detection threshold minus spatially separated
detection threshold) was entered as the outcome variable, and
age and hearing loss were entered as independent predictors.
The measure of hearing loss was chosen a priori to be the
pure-tone average (PTA) of both ears across the four stimulus
frequencies shown to be most relevant in the LTAS (Fig. 2):
250, 500, 1000, and 2000Hz. Interpretation of standardized
effect sizes is limited by the fact that only younger and older
adults were sampled; therefore, regression coefficients are
reported in unstandardized units (Preacher et al., 2005).
Analyses of slope and response bias estimates were not
informative with regard to age-related differences in spatial
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release from informational masking, and are not presented
here for the sake of simplifying the reported results.
III. RESULTS
A. Detection rates
Figure 4 presents the mean detection rates (i.e., propor-
tion “yes” responses) of the younger and older groups in the
three spatial conditions. The classic S-shaped pattern of the
data confirms that the range of SNRs were well-chosen to
cover the relevant extent of the psychophysical responses
within each spatial condition. Since the SNRs tested in the
F-F condition differed from those tested in the F-RF and
F-SUM conditions, separate detection-rate analyses were
conducted in the spatially co-located and separated condi-
tions. In the F-F condition, the detection rates and shape of
the psychophysical data were remarkably similar for the
younger and older groups. Detection rates analyzed with a 2
age group (younger, older)  7 SNRs (þ15, þ5, 0, 5, 10,
15 dB, and SNRNULL) mixed ANOVA did not indicate any
difference between the responses of the younger and older
groups (main effect and interaction: p 0.32), nor did
independent-sample t-tests conducted at each SNR
(p 0.24). In comparison to the F-F condition, data in the F-
RF and F-SUM conditions showed a strikingly different pat-
tern. Data were analyzed with a 2 age group  2 spatial con-
dition (F-RF, F-SUM)  7 SNR (0, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30 dB, SNRNULL) mixed ANOVA. A significant main
effect of age group [F(1, 42)¼ 26.57, p< 0.001, gp2  0.39]
and an interaction between age group and SNR [F(6,
252)¼ 16.11, p< 0.001, gp2  0.28] were driven by the fact
that detection rates were similar between the age groups at
the extreme SNRs (SNR0, SNRNULL: t-test p 0.09), but
substantially lower for the older group at the SNRs in
between [t(42)  3.24, p 0.002, d 0.98], suggesting
poorer accuracy. Furthermore, there was no indication that
these age-group effects differed between the F-RF and
F-SUM conditions (age group  spatial condition  SNR
interaction: p¼ 0.73) or that detection rates, when analyzed
separately within each group, differed between the F-RF and
F-SUM conditions (spatial condition main effect and interac-
tion with SNR within younger and older groups: p 0.10).
B. Threshold estimates
To further examine the differences in performance
between age groups that were indicated by the global charac-
teristics of the psychophysical data, analyses were performed
on the thresholds estimated by the psychometric functions fit
to each participant’s detection rates in the three spatial con-
ditions. Figures 5 and 6 show that the psychometric model
captured the detection rates well in each spatial condition,
given a critical v2(3) of 7.81 at a¼ 0.05 [mean v2F-F(3)
¼ 3.50, SD¼ 2.87; mean v2F-RF(3)¼ 3.75, SD¼ 2.80; mean
v2F-SUM(3)¼ 3.43, SD¼ 2.49]. No difference in goodness of
model fit was found between age groups either within or
across spatial conditions (p 0.11). One older participant
(O6 in Fig. 6) was a notable outlier in the F-F condition,
with a threshold estimate (13.21 dB SNR) that was 3.93 stan-
dard deviations above the mean of the older group, whose
thresholds otherwise ranged from 4.54 to 1.93 dB SNR.
Potential outliers are addressed in greater detail below.
Figure 7 presents the mean thresholds calculated at
d0 ¼ 1, when target and masker were spatially co-located (F-
F), and spatially separated (F-RF, F-SUM). Thresholds were
nearly identical for the younger and older groups in the F-F
condition, and were markedly reduced for both age groups in
the spatially separated conditions. F-RF and F-SUM thresh-
olds were similar within each age group but elevated for the
older group compared to the younger group. Threshold mea-
surements for each participant were entered into a 2 age
group (younger, older)  3 spatial condition (F-F, F-RF, F-
SUM) mixed ANOVA. Significant main effects of age group
FIG. 4. (Color online) Mean (6 1 standard error) detection rates (proportion
of trials eliciting a “yes” response) at the seven SNRs in the three spatial
conditions for the younger and older groups. No age-group differences were
found in the spatially co-located condition (F-F). In the spatially separated
conditions (F-F and F-SUM), detection rates were similar between the age
groups at the extreme SNRs (SNRNULL and SNR0), but were otherwise
reduced for the older group compared to the younger group, consistent with
a reduction in spatial release from informational masking.
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[F(1, 42)¼ 24.76, p< 0.001, gp2¼ 0.37] and spatial condi-
tion [F(2, 84)¼ 399.28, p< 0.001, gp2¼ 0.91], and an age
group  spatial condition interaction [F(2, 84)¼ 7.61,
p¼ 0.001, gp2¼ 0.15] supported the observation that sub-
stantial spatial release from masking was exhibited by both
groups but was reduced for the older group compared to the
younger group. Indeed, follow-up independent-sample t-tests
comparing the age groups in each spatial condition did not
find that thresholds differed in the F-F condition (p¼ 0.41),
while thresholds were higher for the older group compared
to the younger group in both the F-RF [t(42)¼ 4.41,
p< 0.001, d¼ 1.33] and F-SUM [t(42)¼ 3.90, p< 0.001,
d¼ 1.18] conditions. To investigate whether these age-group
effects differed between the spatially separated conditions,
thresholds were entered into a 2 age group  2 spatial condi-
tion (F-RF, F-SUM) mixed ANOVA. No main effect of spa-
tial condition and no interaction between age group and
spatial condition was found (p 0.37). In addition, repeated-
measures ANOVAs performed separately within each age
group showed clear spatial release from masking in the F-RF
[younger: F(1, 21)¼ 528.25, p< 0.001, gp2¼ 0.96; older:
F(1, 21)¼ 212.51, p< 0.001, gp2¼ 0.91] and F-SUM [youn-
ger: F(1, 21)¼ 653.89, p< 0.001, gp2¼ 0.97; older: F(1,
21)¼ 138.05, p< 0.001, gp2¼ 0.87] conditions, while there
was no indication that thresholds differed between the spa-
tially separated conditions for either the younger group
(p¼ 0.56) or the older group (p¼ 0.50). Taken together,
these results show that masking release in the F-RF and F-
SUM conditions was similar for participants within each
group, but substantially reduced in the older group compared
to the younger group.
C. Independent contributions of age and hearing loss
To investigate the independent contributions of aging
and hearing loss in predicting the reduced spatial release
FIG. 5. (Color online) Psychometric functions (curves) fit to the data (points) of the younger participants. The mean of the Pearson’s v2 fit statistics (Mv2) for
the F-F, F-RF, and F-SUM functions is included in each plot [critical v2(3)¼ 7.81 at a¼ 0.05].
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from masking observed in the older group, multiple linear
regression analysis was performed. The initial analysis
entered age as a dichotomous predictor (young, old), and
hearing loss as a continuous predictor. To increase power
and reduce the number of analyses, a single outcome mea-
sure, spatial release, was calculated by subtracting for each
participant the average of their F-RF and F-SUM thresholds
from their baseline F-F threshold. This approach was sup-
ported by the fact that there was (1) no indication that thresh-
olds differed between younger and older adults in the F-F
condition, (2) no indication that the difference observed
between age groups was different between the F-RF and F-
SUM conditions, and (3) no indication that performance
within each age group differed in the F-RF and F-SUM con-
ditions. A positive correlation was found between age and
hearing loss [rpb(42)¼ 0.74, p< 0.001], while negative cor-
relations were found between age and spatial release
[rpb(42)¼0.52, p< 0.001], and hearing loss and spatial
release [r(42)¼0.46, p¼ 0.002]. Results of the regression
analysis showed a decrease in spatial release for the older
group compared to the younger group independent of hear-
ing loss (b¼5.71, SE¼ 2.83, p¼ 0.05, sr¼0.27), while
hearing loss was not shown to predict spatial release inde-
pendent of age group (b¼0.15, SE¼ 0.17, p¼ 0.39,
sr¼0.12).
Given that the age ranges were rather broad within the
younger and older groups (range¼ 16 and 20 years, respec-
tively), exploratory analyses were conducted to determine
the extent to which age-related declines in spatial release
could be detected within each group. Among the older par-
ticipants, a significant positive correlation between age and
hearing loss was found [r(20)¼ 0.49, p¼ 0.02]. Age was sig-
nificantly negatively correlated with spatial release
[r(20)¼0.43, p¼ 0.05], but hearing loss was not
[r(20)¼0.16, p¼ 0.49]. Furthermore, when spatial release
was regressed on age and hearing loss, age was shown to be
FIG. 6. (Color online) Psychometric functions (curves) fit to the data (points) of the older participants. The mean of the Pearson’s v2 fit statistics (Mv2) for the
F-F, F-RF, and F-SUM functions is included in each plot [critical v2(3)¼ 7.81 at a¼ 0.05].
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marginally associated with reduced spatial release (b¼0.59,
SE¼ 0.30, p¼ 0.07, sr¼0.41), and significantly associated
with reduced spatial release when the outlier in the F-F condition
(O6 in Fig. 6) was removed from analysis (b¼0.65,
SE¼ 0.26, p¼ 0.02, sr¼0.50). In contrast, hearing loss failed
to significantly predict spatial release among the older partici-
pants in either model when controlling for age (with/without out-
lier: b¼ 0.07/0.08, SE¼ 0.24/0.21, p¼ 0.77/0.70, sr¼ 0.06/
0.08). Interestingly, a similar pattern of results was indicated
within the younger group. Age and hearing loss were not found
to be correlated [r(20) < 0.001, p> 0.99], but a marginal nega-
tive correlation between age and spatial release was found
[r(20)¼0.39, p¼ 0.08] while no such correlation was indi-
cated for hearing loss [r(20)¼0.06, p¼ 0.80]. Furthermore,
regression analysis showed that age marginally predicted a
decrease in spatial release independent of hearing loss
(b¼0.42, SE¼ 0.23, p¼ 0.08, sr¼0.39), while there was
no indication that hearing loss predicted spatial release indepen-
dent of age (b¼0.08, SE¼ 0.31, p¼ 0.79, sr¼0.06).
The fact that regression analyses conducted within each
group were consistent with analyses conducted across groups
when age was dichotomously collapsed, suggested a robust
age-related decline in spatial release best described as a contin-
uous measure. Across all participants, a continuous measure of
age was positively correlated with hearing loss [r(42)¼ 0.77,
p< 0.001] and negatively correlated with spatial release
[r(42)¼0.59, p< 0.001]. As shown in Fig. 8, regressing spa-
tial release on continuous measures of age and hearing loss
showed an age-related decline in spatial release independent of
hearing loss (b¼0.18, SE¼ 0.06, p¼ 0.007, sr¼0.36). In
contrast, there was no indication that hearing loss predicted
spatial release independent of age (b¼0.02, SE¼ 0.17,
p¼ 0.93, sr¼0.01). To confirm that the latter result was not
solely dependent upon the lower frequency range of the
hearing loss measure, the same regression analysis was con-
ducted with hearing loss calculated across the higher fre-
quencies where age-group differences were more
pronounced (PTA across 2000, 4000, 8000Hz) and hearing
loss showed a stronger positive correlation with age
[r(42)¼ 0.90, p< 0.001] and negative correlation with spa-
tial release [r(42)¼0.50, p¼ 0.001]. Regression analysis
confirmed an age-related decline in spatial release indepen-
dent of hearing loss (b¼0.24, SE¼ 0.09, p¼ 0.01,
sr¼0.32), while there was no indication that hearing loss
predicted spatial release independent of age (b¼ 0.07,
SE¼ 0.11, p¼ 0.52, sr¼ 0.08).4
D. Potential outliers
1. Audiometric outliers
As previously discussed, Participant O7 (Fig. 1) exhib-
ited hearing loss across the lower frequencies that was some-
what more pronounced and less typical compared to the
other older adults. However, data from O7 was included in
analysis after determining that O7 actually exhibited greater
FIG. 7. (Color online) Mean (61 standard error) thresholds (d0 ¼ 1) for the
younger and older groups in the spatially co-located (F-F) and spatially sep-
arated (F-RF, F-SUM) conditions. Thresholds were not found to differ
between the age groups in the F-F condition. Both groups exhibited spatial
release from masking (co-located threshold minus spatially separated thresh-
old), but the masking release was reduced for the older group compared to
the younger group.
FIG. 8. Independent contributions of age and hearing loss in predicting spatial release from masking. Age predicted a decline in spatial release from masking,
independent of hearing loss (left panel), while there was no indication of an independent relationship between hearing loss and spatial release from masking
(right panel). X-axes are the standardized residuals of age regressed on hearing loss (left panel) and hearing loss regressed on age (right panel).
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spatial release from masking than the mean of the older
group (þ0.42 SD spatial release), working against the
reported effects, and that excluding them from analysis did
not substantively change the key results presented in Figs. 4,
7, and 8. Participant O7, along with O1 and O5 (Fig. 1) also
exhibited some degree of interaural asymmetry (>15 dB
HL) among frequencies 2000Hz. Again, data from these
participants were included in analysis after finding that they,
as a group, exhibited slightly greater mean spatial release
from masking compared to the older group (þ0.14 SD spa-
tial release), and that excluding them from analysis did not
substantively change the key results. The definition of asym-
metrical hearing, however, varies across the relevant litera-
ture (e.g., Gallun et al., 2013; Helfer and Freyman, 2008),
and is not agreed upon in the clinical literature (Saliba et al.,
2011). Therefore, to more broadly rule out the influence of
any degree of asymmetrical hearing across participants, sep-
arate analyses not reported here were conducted in which a
measure of asymmetry (sum of the interaural variances in
thresholds calculated at 250–8000Hz) was included as an
independent variable in the regression models described
above. Degree of asymmetrical hearing was not shown to
significantly predict spatial release nor substantively influ-
ence the reported results.
2. Threshold outlier
As previously discussed, the threshold estimate for par-
ticipant O6 far exceeded those of the older group in the F-F
condition, while O6’s threshold estimates in the spatially
separated conditions did not (Fig. 6). Thus, a conservative
approach was taken in deciding to include this participant in
analysis, because their large release from masking only
served to work against the reported effects. Excluding O6 in
a separate analysis was not shown to substantively change
the key results.
IV. DISCUSSION
The present study sheds light on age-related declines in
spatial release from informational masking that may contrib-
ute to speech-processing difficulties under challenging lis-
tening conditions. The study was designed to address two
fundamental questions: (1) Does spatial release from infor-
mational masking decline with age and, if so (2) does age
predict this decline independently of age-typical hearing
loss? The results provide support in answering “yes” to both
questions. Although both age groups exhibited spatial
release from informational masking, considerable reductions
in masking release were observed among the older partici-
pants. These reductions were clear enough to be evident in
the raw detection-rate data (Fig. 4) and further, were pre-
cisely described in the threshold data obtained from psycho-
metric modeling (Figs. 5, 6, and 7). Additional regression
analyses provided evidence that the observed age-related
declines in spatial release from informational masking were
independent of age-typical hearing loss (Fig. 8).
The clarity of the results obtained in the present study
was a main goal of the experimental design. The use of the
virtual separation paradigm was intended to isolate spatial
release to only the informational portion of the masking (i.e.,
portion of the masking related to target/masker confusion).
The use of a detection task with low-pass filtered noise-
vocoded stimuli was intended to reduce task demands and
non-spatial differences between targets and maskers, to bet-
ter control for age-typical hearing loss, to match perfor-
mance between the age groups when target and masker were
spatially co-located, and to increase the size of the measured
masking release to better observe age-group differences in
the basic mechanisms underlying spatial release from infor-
mational masking. These objectives were born out in the
experimental results. The simplicity of the task also likely
contributed to obtaining clear and consistent detection-rate
data conducive to psychometric modeling (Figs. 5 and 6).
The results show that a measure of accuracy could be
obtained from the yes/no task. The large masking release
observed was consistent with large effects reported in prior
research using 4AFC target-detection tasks with noise-
vocoded speech (Freyman et al., 2008; Morse-Fortier et al.,
2017), supporting the validity of the current method and
future use of yes/no paradigms, especially in light of their
inherent advantages (Kaernbach, 1990; Klein, 2001).
Moreover, the model of Lesmes et al. (2015) proved to be a
good fit for the data based on both the statistical evidence,
and on the fact that the threshold estimates were consistent
with the patterns explicit in the raw detection-rate data.
Unlike much of the prior research that used natural
speech identification tasks, the present study found nearly
identical performance in the F-F condition for younger and
older participants. Matched performance in the F-F condition
suggests that the older participants did not experience greater
amounts of informational masking than the younger partici-
pants when the target and masker were spatially co-located.
These findings are consistent with Helfer and Freyman
(2008), who manipulated the confusability of targets and
maskers and concluded that older listeners do not exhibit
increased susceptibility to informational masking compared
to younger listeners. Susceptibility to informational masking
was not directly tested in the present study; however, thresh-
olds in the F-F condition were consistently close to 0 dB
SNR, a region at which informational masking has been pos-
ited to reach a maximum in younger adults (Arbogast et al.,
2005; Freyman et al., 2008). Therefore, it can be argued
from the present study that the ceiling for informational
masking does not appear to increase with age. Instead, there
appears to be an age-related decrease in the amount of mask-
ing that is released when target and masker are perceived to
be spatially separated.
Matched performance in the F-F condition allowed for
an assessment of group-based differences in masking release
across spatial conditions that avoided the assumptions and
potential confounds of transforming data to equate perfor-
mance (e.g., Helfer and Freyman, 2008; Li et al., 2004). It is
important to note that target-detection accuracy for both age
groups was dramatically improved in the spatially separated
conditions, suggesting that older adults continue to maintain
heavy reliance upon spatial release from informational
masking under challenging listening conditions. However, in
sharp contrast to the matched performance observed in the
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F-F condition, target-detection accuracy was markedly
reduced for the older participants compared to the younger
participants in the F-RF and F-SUM conditions, as evi-
denced by lower detection rates on target-present trials
despite nearly identical inter-group false alarm rates (i.e.,
“yes” responses on target-absent trials), and by elevated
threshold estimates. Crucially, the reduced accuracy for the
older group was similar regardless of whether the target and
masker were spatially separated by the precedence effect or
summing localization, pointing to an age-related decline in
the ability to benefit from the perception of spatial separation
more generally, rather than a decline specific to the prece-
dence effect or summing localization. On average, spatial
release from informational masking was reduced in the older
participants by 7.5 dB compared to the younger participants.
Further research is required to determine how such a reduc-
tion in informational masking release under the present con-
ditions may relate to speech-processing difficulties within
the complex, multi-talker environments of everyday life.
In addition to demonstrating an age-related reduction in
spatial release from informational masking, the present study
provided evidence that this reduction was related to aging
itself, independent of age-typical hearing loss (Fig. 8). This
finding is consistent with Gallun et al. (2013) and Srinivasan
et al. (2016) insofar as age was shown to significantly predict
spatial release from masking, controlling for hearing loss.
However, Gallun et al. (2013) found that age and hearing
loss both independently predicted spatial release in some
experiments, and Srinivasan et al. (2016) found that hearing
loss was a dominant predictor of spatial release for large spa-
tial separations. A large spatial separation was used in the
present study, but only age independently predicted masking
release; there was no indication of an age-independent rela-
tionship between hearing loss and masking release. One
important difference is that Gallun et al. (2013) and
Srinivasan et al. (2016) used physical spatial separation,
which may have allowed energetic masking release modu-
lated by hearing loss to influence results, while the use of
virtual separation in the present study may have been better
able to isolate effects related to informational masking
release. However, another crucial point of consideration is
offered by Srinivasan et al. (2016) who suggest that their
inclusion of a hearing-impaired older group may have
allowed effects of greater hearing loss to be revealed.
Indeed, when Srinivasan et al. (2016) removed the hearing-
impaired older group from analysis, and compared younger
and older adults with hearing thresholds similar to the partic-
ipants in the present study, only age was found to predict
declines in spatial release from masking. Future research
using the present paradigm will need to test hearing-
impaired older adults to determine the extent to which
greater degrees of hearing loss may begin to interfere with
spatial release from informational masking.
By demonstrating a hearing-loss-independent relation-
ship between age and spatial release from informational
masking, the present study may point to declines in percep-
tual and/or cognitive mechanisms that play an important role
in alleviating target/masker confusion. Yet, before consider-
ing such processing specific to informational masking, it is
important to consider two alternative explanations that can-
not be entirely ruled out. One alternative possibility is that
difficulties in localizing the masker led to poorer masking
release among the older participants in the present study.
This is not likely for several reasons. First, all participants
verbally confirmed that they were correctly localizing the
masker in each spatial condition prior to beginning the task.
Second, age-group differences were similar in the F-RF and
F-SUM conditions despite differences in the localization
cue. This result is consistent with prior research showing
similar patterns of performance in younger and older adults
with “normal” hearing (25 dB HL at 250–3000Hz) when
comparing F-RF and F-SUM conditions (Li et al., 2004),
and conditions of physical and virtual separation (Singh
et al., 2008). Third, although some age-related declines in
localizing based on SOA have been reported (Akeroyd and
Guy, 2011; Cranford et al., 1993; Cranford et al., 1990;
Cranford and Romereim, 1992), the characteristics of these
declines do not plausibly account for the present results. For
example, Cranford et al. (1993), Cranford et al. (1990), and
Cranford and Romereim (1992) found that older adults com-
mitted more localization errors compared to younger adults
at short SOAs within the range of summing localization, but
the age-group difference was strongest at SOAs between 0.3
and 0.5ms. Moreover, most errors were made by incorrectly
localizing to the midline between the loudspeakers, rather
than incorrectly localizing toward one of the loudspeakers
(Cranford et al., 1993), and no differences between the age
groups were found at SOAs 0.7–8ms (Cranford et al., 1993;
Cranford et al., 1990; Cranford and Romereim, 1992).
Similar to the present study, Akeroyd and Guy (2011) used a
60 separation between loudspeakers and a 4-ms SOA and
found that the strength with which older adults localized
speech stimuli toward the lead loudspeaker (i.e., localization
dominance of the precedence effect) was variable. However,
unlike the age-related effects in the present study, Akeroyd
and Guy (2011) found that hearing loss influenced localiza-
tion dominance, such that greater hearing loss was associated
with a shift in localization away from the lead speaker
toward the lag speaker. Moreover, despite a considerable
range of hearing loss among the participants in the study of
Akeroyd and Guy (2011), localization dominance was
always strong enough to be perceived from the lead side: the
shift in localization away from the lead loudspeaker was no
more than 10 for the participants with “normal” hearing
(PTA500–4000Hz < 25 dB HL), and no more than 25
 for
those with “mild” (PTA500–4000Hz¼ 25–39 dB HL) and
“moderate” (PTA500–4000Hz¼ 40–61 dB HL) hearing loss.
Given the fact that in the present study (1) age-related differ-
ences were similar in the F-RF and F-SUM conditions
despite differences in the localization cue, (2) a large 60
separation was used that should have been robust to the
influence of localization errors among the older adults, and
(3) no independent relationship between hearing loss and
masking release was found, it is unlikely that declines in
localization accuracy contributed substantively to the large
age-related reduction in masking release presently observed.
However, such considerations do not take into account
potential age-related differences in the perceived spatial
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width (Whitmer et al., 2012, 2013, 2014) or quality of the
auditory percepts in the present study, and do not rule out
potential effects that may be specific to the low-pass filtered
vocoded stimuli. Therefore, future research should include
objective measures of localization and spatial perception to
assess their potential contributions to the age-related differ-
ences presently observed.
Another alternative explanation is that virtual spatial
separation may have released the majority of informational
masking for both the younger and older participants, and that
the age-group differences observed in the spatially separated
conditions reflect differences in baseline energetic masking.
As previously discussed, the virtual separation paradigm
should have minimized confounding changes in energetic
masking within participants across spatial conditions.
However, if energetic masking was greater to begin with for
the older participants, then greater energetic masking of the
target would have remained in the F-RF condition for the
older participants compared to the younger participants.
Such an account would require a large difference in ener-
getic masking between the age groups that would have been
present to a similar degree in all spatial conditions.
Assuming that total masking comprises the sum of energetic
and informational masking, this account may at first seem
difficult to reconcile with the matched performance between
the age groups in the F-F condition, as this would suggest
that older adults experience substantially less informational
masking than younger adults within challenging listening
environments. However, as mentioned above, there is evi-
dence of a ceiling effect on informational masking (Arbogast
et al., 2005; Freyman et al., 2008), as well as evidence of
other mechanisms that may limit informational masking as
energetic masking is increased (see discussion in Arbogast
et al., 2005). Thus, based solely on the threshold data, the
age-group differences may not necessarily contradict a base-
line energetic masking account. However, the broader results
of the present study cannot be easily reconciled with evi-
dence that hearing loss is a main factor contributing to base-
line energetic masking (e.g., Agus et al., 2009; Barren€as and
Wikstr€om, 2000; Goossens et al., 2017; Humes et al., 1994;
Souza and Turner, 1994). Much evidence comes from speech
identification tasks using energetic maskers, but Tye-Murray
et al. (2011) found that detection thresholds of a single sylla-
ble (/ba/) in speech-shaped noise was nearly identical
between younger and older adults with age-typical hearing.
Similarly, research on BMLDs using target-in-noise detec-
tion tasks tend to show little difference in baseline energetic
masking (i.e., NoSo threshold) between younger and older
adults with age-typical or better hearing (Anderson et al.,
2018; Eddins and Eddins, 2018; Grose et al., 1994; Novak
and Anderson, 1982; Pichora-Fuller and Schneider, 1991),
while higher NoSo thresholds have been observed for
hearing-impaired older adults (Novak and Anderson, 1982),
but not always (Eddins and Eddins, 2018). Although the pre-
sent study did not directly test energetic masking, prior stud-
ies using virtual separation with energetic maskers (i.e.,
broadband noise) have been consistent with this broader
research insofar as energetic masking effects in older adults
with age-typical hearing have been relatively small (Helfer
and Freyman, 2008; Li et al., 2004) and, in Helfer and
Freyman (2008), correlated to some extent with hearing loss
but not significantly with age. Therefore, although a baseline
energetic masking account cannot be ruled out in the present
study and must be tested in the future, it is not clear at the
moment whether energetic masking alone could account for
the entirety of the present results, given that such a large
age-related decline in masking release was observed without
any indication that hearing loss played a role. Thus, the pre-
sent results may also point to age-related declines in percep-
tual and/or cognitive mechanisms thought to be involved in
the spatial release from informational masking itself under
challenging listening conditions.
Much remains to be known about the mechanisms
underlying spatial release from informational masking, but
processes involving auditory object perception and selective
attention are likely to play essential roles. Indeed, across a
large literature, auditory object perception and selective
attention have been central concepts in the understanding of
how listeners solve the cocktail party problem (Bronkhorst,
2015) and navigate complex auditory scenes more generally
(Bregman, 1990), and their contributions specifically to spa-
tial release from informational masking have been empiri-
cally supported (Ihlefeld and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008a,b).
This prior research suggests that spatial separation reduces
target/masker confusion by serving as a cue for segregating
and maintaining the target and masker as distinct auditory
objects, and for allowing attention to be better directed to the
target and allowing the masker to be more easily ignored
(Ihlefeld and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b,a). Although object
grouping and selective attention were not directly manipu-
lated in the present study, age-related declines in one or both
of these areas may have contributed to the results. Some
studies report no significant age-related declines in the abil-
ity to fuse the lead and lag sounds into a single auditory
object in the precedence effect (Lister and Roberts, 2005;
Schneider et al., 1994). However, Gallun et al. (2014) sug-
gest that echo thresholds (SOA at which lag sound is heard
as a separate source) can be higher for older compared to
younger listeners. Although higher echo thresholds would
mean that older adults would be less likely than younger
adults to hear the front masker as a separate sound in the spa-
tially separated conditions, any age-related differences in
fusion could affect the perceptual quality of the masker,
including its spatial width as previously mentioned
(Whitmer et al., 2012, 2013, 2014), in a way that may have
contributed to the present results. In addition, evidence that
other aspects of auditory object processing may decline with
age, such as object streaming (Ben-David et al., 2012;
Ezzatian et al., 2015) and, perhaps to some extent, object
enumeration (Roberts et al., 2019), suggest that age-related
declines in the speed and consistency of object processing,
important for detecting fleeting instances of single-syllable
target words, may have contributed to poorer release from
informational masking. Furthermore, there is some evidence
suggesting that in the visual domain, view-invariant object
recognition may decline among older adults (Burke et al.,
2012). If there are similar age-related declines in the ability
to invariantly represent auditory objects, the older
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participants may have experienced greater difficulty recog-
nizing different targets as belonging to the same category of
sound (for review, see Heald et al., 2017), although similar
inter-age-group false-alarm rates in the spatially separated
conditions suggests that maskers were accurately recognized
as such.
In addition to early perceptual mechanisms, the ability
to quickly segregate, maintain, and flexibly process auditory
objects at separate locations is also likely to depend upon
higher-order cognitive functions that have been shown to
decline with age (for reviews, see Anderson and Craik,
2017; Drag and Bieliauskas, 2010). Working memory has
been linked to spatial release from masking (Clayton et al.,
2016), but its influence in the present study may have been
limited by the simplicity of the task and short trial length.
Selective attention, on the other hand, should have been
important for detecting brief targets that varied by word and
onset time across trials, and is likely to play a central role in
spatial release from informational masking, as evidenced
across a range of studies that have manipulated attention and
the speed of attentional buildup, and have tied measures of
general attentional ability to listening performance under
multi-talker conditions (e.g., Best et al., 2008; Best et al.,
2007; Clayton et al., 2016; Holmes et al., 2018; Ihlefeld and
Shinn-Cunningham, 2008a; Kidd et al., 2005; Kitterick
et al., 2010; Oberfeld and Kl€ockner-Nowotny, 2016). It fol-
lows that any age-related declines in the speed and control of
selective attention or increased susceptibility to masker dis-
traction (for review, see Zanto and Gazzaley, 2014) would
negatively affect the ability to reduce confusion under chal-
lenging listening conditions. Thus, a hypothesis can be
offered for the present results: Insofar as spatial separation
provides a cue that facilitates object perception and selective
attention, age-related declines in these perceptual and cogni-
tive mechanisms may have limited the extent to which infor-
mational masking was released across spatial conditions.
There has been some success using behavioral measures to
tease apart the separate contributions of object perception
and selective attention on spatial release from informational
masking (Ihlefeld and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008b,a), but
future investigations may require neurophysiological mea-
sures that can offer insight into auditory processing even
when attention is directed away from the auditory domain
and behavioral responses are not made. Recent event-related
potential (ERP) research using a similar paradigm to the pre-
sent study has shown clear indices of spatial release from
informational masking that begin early in perceptual proc-
essing (Zobel et al., 2018). Future ERP research may be able
to pinpoint the stages of auditory processing at which age-
related declines limit the potential of a spatial cue to reduce
confusion within complex, noisy environments.
The present study demonstrated a useful paradigm for
studying declines in spatial release from informational mask-
ing specific to aging. More research is needed to determine
exactly why age-related differences were so apparent under
the present conditions compared to prior virtual separation
studies (e.g., Li et al., 2004), and whether such differences
will generalize to other sets of stimuli and spatial configura-
tions. By reducing non-spatial cues and task demands,
controlling for hearing loss with low-pass filtering, matching
inter-age-group performance when target and masker were
spatially co-located, and measuring a large release from
masking across spatial conditions, the present study may
have benefited from greater power to assess declines in spa-
tial release from informational masking. Lack of clear,
robust age-specific differences in prior research using natu-
ral-speech-identification tasks may also reflect compensatory
mechanisms among older adults at linguistic stages of proc-
essing that were not needed for the simple detection task
used in the present study. Indeed, it is reasonable to assume
that the present study did not require any speech-specific
processing. After all, the ability to detect relevant signals in
confusable noise, though certainly crucial for understanding
speech in multi-talker environments, is not limited to speech.
Likewise, spatial release from informational masking is not
just useful at a cocktail party, but likely constitutes a funda-
mental component of how listeners generally hear and
understand auditory objects within any complex acoustic
environment. Findings from the present study may indicate
age-related declines in perceptual and/or cognitive mecha-
nisms underlying spatial release from informational masking
that may contribute to general difficulties in navigating the
complex auditory scenes of everyday life, but further investi-
gation is required to test this hypothesis and identify the spe-
cific stages of processing at which aging may limit
informational masking release.
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